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Abstract—We tested the reliability of transcribing language
samples of daily brain-computer interface (BCI) communication recorded as language activity monitoring (LAM) logfiles.
This study determined interrater reliability and interjudge
agreement for transcription of communication of veterans with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis using a P300-based BCI as an
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) system.
KeyLAM software recorded logfiles in a universal logfile format during use of BCI-controlled email and word processing
applications. These logfiles were encrypted and sent to our laboratory for decryption, transcription, and analysis. The study
reports reliability results on transcription of 345 daily logfile
samples. The procedure was found to be accurate across transcribers/raters. Frequency of agreement ratios of 97.6% for
total number of words and 93.5% for total utterances were
found as measures of interrater reliability. Interjudge agreement was 100% for both measures. The results indicated that
transcribing language samples using LAM data is highly reliable and the fidelity of the process can be maintained. LAM
data supported the transcription of a large number of samples
that could not have been completed using audio and video
recordings of AAC speakers. This demonstrated efficiency of
LAM tools to measure language performance benefits to BCI
research and clinical communities.

INTRODUCTION
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are emerging from
laboratory testing to become a consideration as augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) assistive
technology. The field of AAC applies evidence-based
practice to address the human need for interactive and
intentional communication [1–2].† BCIs are becoming a
viable communication option for veterans with the most
severe communication and movement disorders, such as
advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or lockedin syndrome.
†
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A BCI uses central nervous system outputs by recording
brain signals, extracting measures from them, and converting these measures into commands that operate assistive
technologies to augment the user’s natural functions [3]. A
BCI using the P300 event-related potential can allow users,
such as people with ALS, to choose among items in a matrix
as a means of communication [4–5].
Until recently, capacity to use BCI technologies for
communication has been evaluated under controlled laboratory conditions. BCIs for AAC intervention must
measure performance during spontaneous, novel communication. Collection and analysis of language samples
that represent independent, daily BCI use is an essential
aspect of measuring the effectiveness of BCIs as AAC
devices. A critical step in language sample analysis is
reporting the reliability of the procedures for transcribing
spontaneous language samples without complete knowledge of conversational context.
Measures of Brain-Computer Interface Performance
BCI research has focused on continued improvement of
the technology and calibration process in order to increase
the accuracy and speed of text generation whether the BCI
functions as an invasive or noninvasive system. Invasive
BCI systems where the electrode array is surgically
implanted have been used for elicited production of isolated
phonemes with a speech synthesizer [6]. Invasive BCI systems have never been used for production of connected
speech or generative language. More external evidence has
been published on the performance of noninvasive BCIs in
highly controlled laboratory settings.
Several attempts have been made in noninvasive BCI
studies to improve the accuracy and speed of the control
movement by improving the selection of signal features,
by optimizing information transfer rates, and by improving
the interaction between the user and the BCI system [7].
Wolpaw et al. developed a response verification procedure in which stimuli were presented across two trials to
confirm that subjects gave consistent responses to the same
stimulus across trials [8]. Miner et al. used the response
verification task to investigate the use of an electroencephalography (EEG)-based cursor control to answer yes/no
questions [9]. In the second presentation of same stimuli
questions in the response verification task, it showed 64 to
87 percent consistency to the initial answers.
Ahi et al. demonstrated that the BCI with a modified
user interface in which the location of letters in the conventional A to Z matrix were rearranged through an error

analysis improved accuracy in spelling four-letter words
on a character-by-character basis when a set of target
words are stored in a dictionary [10]. All 14 healthy subjects in this study increased their accuracy in selecting
cued letters (copy-spelling) to form four-letter words.
However, it is not clear whether improved accuracy using
an interface modified for a word-level task can generalize
to improved performance in interactive conversation.
Ryan et al. investigated whether word prediction would
increase speed of BCI use by reducing the number of selections needed to generate text with a BCI device [11]. They
found that the time needed to copy a 58-character sentence
using a BCI device with spelling and word prediction was
less than the time needed to copy the same sentence using a
BCI device with spelling alone. Although speed increased,
accuracy using the BCI device was lower when the wordprediction program was used.
Other studies have used experimental methods to
compare user performance using BCI systems with different configurations of visual stimuli. For example, several studies have compared user performance across
multiple P300 spellers with different keyboard configurations on copy-spelling tasks [12–14]. Some studies have
also compared user performance across multiple P300
spellers when users spontaneously generated short messages in a free-spelling phase [13–14], but the production
of spontaneous messages has been limited to no more
than one sentence per subject.
Most prior studies use a copy-spelling task to measure subjects’ speed and accuracy in order to report on
the efficacy of the BCI for communication [15–16]. Little
attention has been paid to analyzing the BCI user’s performance during spontaneous communication, even
though the primary goal of studies investigating use of
BCI devices for communication is to enhance quality of
life by improving the BCI user’s communication performance [17–18].
Current evidence indicates limitations in accounting for
the user’s communication competence with the BCI system
by only measuring speed and/or accuracy [6–16]. In addition, the copy-spelling task [9–16] has inherent limitations
for evaluating the effectiveness of expressive language
performance in either structured or unstructured communication environments. Quantitative performance data in
terms of language-dependent variables (e.g., vocabulary
frequency, mean length utterance) and speed-dependent
variables (e.g., average and peak communication rate) are
critical to optimize the effectiveness of AAC systems in
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both the research laboratory and clinical settings. For
decades, language sample analysis has been considered an
important part of the assessment for people with communication difficulties. Language sample analysis not only
allows the speech-language pathologist to describe the client’s oral language skills in a naturalistic context, but also
supports the development of treatment goals and activities
[19–20]. Although time and effort are required for language
sampling and transcription, the efficiency and accuracy of
language sample analysis can be improved using computer
software [19].
Measures of Language Performance
Language sample transcription has been the foundation of reporting linguistic performance and competence of
various adult populations with nondisordered and disordered communication [21–22]. Studies that report results
based on language samples typically report the reliability
of the transcription procedures that have been operationalized for the protocol [22–23]. Highly consistent transcription of language samples indicates that the language or
performance measures are both reliable and valid. Routinely, language sample analysis starts by generating a
word-by-word transcript of each recorded utterance [24].
These transcripts are used to determine the reliability or
consistency of the transcription process, and therefore, the
performance measures are accurate or valid.
Although high reliability is no guarantee of high
validity, reliability sets the limits for the validity of a
study. Low reliability is evidence of low validity [25]. In
other words, high validity cannot result from low reliability, because of the inconsistency or unstableness in the
measurement. Language sampling typically reports
global measures of language performance such as total
utterances, total number of words (TNW), mean length of
utterance in morphemes, and communication rate in
words per minute. Performance Report Tool (PeRT) software developed by the AAC Institute (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) was used for transcription and analysis. PeRT
computes these global measures of language performance based on the utterances transcribed by an operator.
Although we used a reliable analysis program, transcription of language samples must be highly reliable to draw
conclusions about the quality of the data and validity of
the performance and outcome measures. The dependent
variables of this study have been traditionally and routinely reported to measure linguistic competence [26–
28]. In addition, communication rate has been recognized

as essential for measuring overall AAC performance
[29–31].
Language activity monitoring (LAM) is a process
whereby logfile data are automatically recorded when an
augmented communicator uses an AAC device [29,32].
The LAM protocol has at least two components. The first
is a time stamp that indicates the time of an action in
absolute real time in a 12 or 24 h format. The second
component of a data logging record is the activity that
occurred at the indicated time. Thus for a language event,
the LAM format is hh:mm:ss “Any continuous text that is
transmitted by the AAC device.” For a non-language
event, such as use of a hot key command to send an
email, the protocol is hh:mm:ss “non-language information in continuous text.” Over a given time period, the
logfile is uploaded to a computer and visually inspected
before being used to generate a transcript for analysis.
Performance measures based on transcripts using LAM
data can be automatically calculated using analysis software such as PeRT, or the Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT) software developed by Jon
Miller and SALT Software, LLC (Madison, Wisconsin)
for analysis of spoken language samples. Figure 1
depicts the process of uploading LAM data from a BCI
device into a computer for analysis and reporting.
LAM logfiles include a record of language produced by
the AAC speaker but typically do not include language produced by conversation partners. Unless an additional data
stream is collected to account for language produced by
conversation partners, spontaneous language data logged in
a LAM logfile is inherently decontextualized. Reliable transcription of spontaneous LAM data requires transcription
procedures that can be used with decontextualized language
samples. LAM data have supported the measurement of
communication performance for ALS patients using commercially available AAC systems [1].*
Performance related to word-based and utterancebased measures have been used to report the effectiveness of the AAC interventions [33]. For example, Cook
and Hill documented how monitoring of selection rate

*Hill

H, Rupp T, Hill K, Tucci M. AAC outcomes and persons with
ALS and visual problems. National Conference of the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association; 2004 Nov 18–21; Philadelphia, PA; Hill K, Romich B, Cook S. AAC performance: The elements of average communication rate. National Convention of the
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association; 2002 Nov 21–24;
Atlanta, GA.
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Figure 1.
Language activity monitor (LAM) data analysis and reporting procedures. (a) Once encrypted LAM logfiles are uploaded to computer, (b) logfiles are decrypted using Department of Veterans Affairs security procedures. (c) Next, logfiles are formatted for analysis. (d) Logfiles are then
transcribed using Performance Report Tool (PeRT). (e) PeRT then automatically analyzes transcribed utterances and (f) generates summary report
of performance measures. BCI = brain-computer interface.

and error frequencies provided evidence for modifying
single-switch scanning features [34]. Hill and Jans
reported on monitoring changes to AAC system use
through end stages of ALS [35]. However, no similar
monitoring has been done using BCIs as AAC devices
for daily communication before our study. Therefore,
establishing transcription procedures that resulted in high
reliability testing and results was important for being able
to report valid measures as study results and evaluating
the overall effectiveness of expressive communication.

METHODS
Subjects
A total of 15 subjects generated at least one language
sample while using the email or WordPad (Microsoft Corporation; Redmond, Washington) program on the BCI
device for communication. The subjects were adult veterans with an El Escorial “Lab-Supported Probable” or more
definite diagnosis of ALS [36] who had lost the ability to
communicate either verbally or in writing as indicated by a
score of 0 on item 1 or 4 of the ALS Functional Rating
Scale, Revised [37]. At the time of enrollment, all subjects
had corrected visual acuity of at least 20/80, were able to
read and understand 6th grade English text on a computer

screen, were able to communicate nonverbally, and were
able to give informed consent using their existing communication methods. All subjects identified a system operator
who agreed to be trained to set up the BCI device. All subjects and system operators had a life expectancy of at least
1 yr. All subjects lived at home within 100 mi of a participating Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) study site.
During a screening phase, all subjects demonstrated
sufficient EEG interaction for the BCI device to operate,
which was operationally defined as 70 percent accuracy
during a copy-spelling task in a daily calibration period.
The system operators were required to demonstrate sufficient skill to manage the daily setup and routine operations needed to support the subject’s basic operation of
the BCI device.
Data Logging and Data Security
KeyLAM, a built-in LAM feature developed by the
AAC Institute, was installed on the BCI device by the
Wadsworth Center (Albany, New York). KeyLAM is
used to log keystrokes generated using the BCI device for
the purposes of language sample transcription and analysis [29,32]. The data logging process was fully transparent. Subjects were aware of ongoing data logging
throughout the study. Subjects could optionally toggle
into a Privacy Mode at any time to suppress data logging
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during text entry. In Privacy Mode, all keystrokes were
logged as asterisks. On-screen visual feedback clearly
indicated whether data logging was active or the BCI
device was in Privacy Mode at all times.
Data generated by the subjects’ BCI devices, including
raw LAM data, were saved as encrypted logfiles. New
LAM logfiles were created each time a program was started
on the BCI device. If a subject started the same program
multiple times in a day, multiple logfiles were created.
These encrypted logfiles were electronically transferred to
the Wadsworth Center via a secure internet connection on a
daily basis. Logfiles from all subjects were transferred to
the AAC Core Laboratory at the Pittsburgh VA Medical
Center every 2 wk on encrypted discs. The logfiles were
then decrypted and passed through a macro that converted
the data to the universal logfile format for transcription and
analysis. Each letter was logged as a separate event. When
subjects used a word-prediction feature to complete a word
that they began spelling, the remaining characters were
logged as a series of rapid events with the same time stamp.
Examples of formatted LAM data from the study are shown
in Figure 2, including utterances produced using spelling
and word prediction and a block of text generated in Privacy Mode.
Transcription and Analysis of Daily Logfile Samples
For each day that a subject used the email program, a
daily email logfile sample was formed by merging all of
the individual email logfiles from that day into a single .txt
file. The same procedure was used to form daily WordPad
logfile samples when the WordPad program was used.
The daily logfile samples were transcribed and analyzed using PeRT. PeRT generates a report of performance measures that are computed based on transcribed
utterances. Transcription procedures must be reliable for
PeRT to reliably compute performance measures.
Transcription procedures were defined in a procedural
manual and followed established SALT standards for spoken language sample transcription and analysis as much as
possible. Utterances were parsed using C-unit segmentation,
with C-units defined as “an independent clause and its modifiers” [38]. Self-selected utterance terminators such as
punctuation marks or the Enter key were also used to mark
the ends of utterances if these keystrokes did not appear to
be produced as errors, following language sample analysis
procedures used with other populations of adult AAC speakers [26]. All analyzed utterances included the subjects’ final
written output, after self-corrected errors and revisions were

accounted for. This is similar to the established practice of
excluding false starts, repetitions, and reformulations, also
known as maze words, from established measures in spoken
language sample analysis [38] unless the researcher is specifically investigating maze words. Additional considerations were made because the subjects were using a textentry system as the modality for their expressive communication. Such considerations include operationally defining a
string of five or more unintelligible characters as an unintelligible utterance and rules for interpreting hot key commands that appeared in the logfiles (e.g., using Ctrl +
Backspace to delete a whole word).
The intrarater reliability of this procedural manual was
verified with simulated language sample data that were
generated using a BCI system in a laboratory setting. Each
rater analyzed these simulated logfile samples multiple
times to establish intrarater reliability. Transcription and
analysis procedures were revised to resolve any points of
confusion until intrarater reliability >90 percent was established. This process verified that each of the raters could
consistently transcribe and analyze the same sample multiple times and produce the same results. Once a final procedural manual was established, the raters began to analyze
batches of daily logfile research samples.
Daily logfile samples were randomly assigned to three
raters for data transcription and analysis. Two primary raters independently transcribed and analyzed 60 percent of
the daily logfile samples, with 10 percent of the samples
overlapping between raters for reliability. A third rater
independently transcribed and analyzed 10 percent of the
daily logfile samples. A total of 20 percent of the daily logfile samples were independently transcribed and analyzed
by two different raters for reliability testing. Daily logfile
samples were randomly assigned in batches over the
course of the study using these proportions.
Periodic reliability tests were conducted for TNW
and total utterances each time a batch of daily logfile
samples was analyzed. These global measures were
selected for reliability testing because they reflect the
overall consistency of transcripts between raters. Both of
these measures are automatically reported by PeRT software when an analysis is completed.
A frequency of agreement ratio, F(agree) [39], was
found for the frequency of words and utterances in each
batch of daily logfile samples as a measure of interrater
reliability. F(agree) was computed using Equation 1:

F (agree)  ( F (min) /  F (max)  100% , (1)
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Figure 2.
(a)–(b) Examples of complete utterances generated by subject using WordPad program on brain-computer interface (BCI) device and (c) block of
text generated by subject using BCI device in Privacy Mode. (a) First utterance contains some self-corrected errors. (b) Second utterance is deidentified, with reported time stamp showing last keystroke of [NAME] that was generated. Numbers shown in bold text indicate that subject used
word-prediction feature to complete current word.
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where F(min) is the lowest reported value for TNW or
total utterances in a daily logfile sample and F(max) is
the highest reported value for TNW or total utterances
from the same daily logfile sample when these values are
reported by two independent raters. F(agree) is weighted
so that each word or utterance is weighted equally,
regardless of the number of words or utterances in the
individual daily logfile samples.
Fidelity of transcription procedures was maintained by
quickly resolving discrepancies through an interjudge
agreement process. After interrater reliability was obtained
using F(Agree), 100 percent interjudge agreement was
achieved for TNW and total utterances. The raters identified and resolved discrepancies on an as-needed basis to
achieve a consensus on the correct transcription of each
utterance based on the operational guidelines provided in
the procedural manual. Transcripts were adjusted accordingly as needed.
The number of daily logfile samples varied over the
course of the study because the number of subjects
actively using their BCI devices at any given time varied.
A total of 345 daily logfile samples was generated during
the first 60 wk of data collection. A total of 68 daily logfile samples from this time period was randomly selected
and analyzed by two different raters for reliability testing.

RESULTS
F(agree) pooled across the first 60 wk of data collection was 97.6 percent for TNW and 93.5 percent for total
utterances. Interjudge agreement was 100 percent for
TNW and total utterances. The Table summarizes the
number of daily logfile samples and corresponding reliability measures. The number of daily logfile samples

and corresponding reliability measures are presented for
each of the first five 12 wk periods of data collection
(60 wk total).
An error analysis was conducted to characterize the
nature of the discrepancies between raters for total utterances. Three main patterns accounted for 84 percent of the
discrepancies between raters. The two most common patterns each accounted for 31 percent of the discrepancies. In
one pattern, one rater reported a one-word utterance while
the second rater included that same word as part of a longer utterance. The second pattern involved errors parsing
complex sentences according to operational definitions.
Another 23 percent of the discrepancies were related to
errors parsing unintelligible strings according to operational definitions. All these discrepancies were easily
resolved by establishing interjudge agreement.

DISCUSSION
Adequate resources and sufficient time to prepare
and test transcription procedures during the start-up
phase of the research were central to our ability to
achieve high reliability results. Writing the transcription
procedural manual required installing and testing KeyLAM and generating non-research BCI logfiles for practicing analysis. Experience analyzing BCI logfiles with
PeRT was needed to verify that our formatted data were
compatible with our analysis software. The procedural
manual required two revisions: one after we examined
our first experience with the full process and the second
after we completed our intrarater reliability testing to add
detailed operational guidelines for handling more complex language samples, e.g., strings of errors, identifying

Table.
Summary of daily logfile samples and reliability measures for 60 wk of data collection.

Period
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Samples(N)

Samples(R)

67
65
25
107
81
345

13
12
6
22
15
68

Total Utterances (%)
F(agree)
Interjudge
97.4
100
90.9
100
100.0
100
89.5
100
96.4
100
93.5
100

TNW (%)
F(agree)
Interjudge
96.6
100
95.4
100
100.0
100
98.3
100
97.7
100
97.6
100

F(agree) = frequency of agreement ratio, Interjudge = interjudge agreement, Period = 12 consecutive weeks of data collection, Samples(N) = number of daily logfile samples, Samples(R) = number of samples analyzed by second rater for reliability testing, TNW = total number of words.
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utterances when sentence terminators were selected in
error. Transcribers were required to achieve intrarater
reliability of 90 percent before handling research data.
During this stage, any interrater discrepancies were
brought to the team for discussion and a determination of
how the discrepancy should be transcribed. Thus, the
team achieved 100 percent interjudge agreement on practice samples before starting the transcription of the
study’s logfiles. This attention to detail is highly recommended as research and clinical teams start to use these
tools more widely in the future.
This study demonstrates that implementation of LAM
and PeRT tools provides an efficient and effective
approach to language sample analysis to report language
performance measures. Based on our experience with language sample transcription and previous studies reporting
difficulty with audio and video transcription [20,40–41],
LAM-related tools offer improved efficiency and effectiveness over traditional methods of audio and video
recording. To date, transcription and analysis of LAMformatted language sample data have been completed
more than 400 times by a team of three raters. Studies
using traditional methods of audio and video transcription
and analysis involve smaller numbers of language samples
because the transcription process is labor intensive. The
study also involved the video recording of language samples of participants using other alternative communication
methods, e.g., another speech-generating device (SGD),
manual communication boards, or natural speech. These
video recordings required much more time to transcribe a
few minutes of communication. Many of these video
recordings failed to capture the alternative communication
methods with enough detail to identify and describe the
strategies used and effectively analyze performance. Consequently, we believe that any research investigating SGD
use and performance among veterans who cannot use natural speech should incorporate collection of LAM logfiles
for reporting results of language performance measures as
dependent variables.
Periodic reliability tests were used to maintain fidelity
of transcription procedures and quickly resolve questions
related to transcription and analysis that arose over the
course of the study before systematic discrepancies
between raters developed. For example, interrater reliability began to decline during period 4, shortly after two new
subjects began to generate a variety of complex sentence
types that had not been observed in earlier samples. These
subjects began to use their BCI devices at approximately

the same time during the 38th and 39th weeks of data collection. When periodic reliability testing revealed lower
interrater reliability for total utterances, the raters reviewed
the data and identified a systematic pattern of discrepancies between raters related to transcription of complex sentences in samples generated by these two subjects. A
review of operational guidelines for C-unit segmentation
resolved these systematic discrepancies so that high reliability could be maintained in future analyses.
Crucially, high reliability was maintained for transcription of decontextualized LAM data. Our operational
guidelines followed established procedures for utterance
segmentation that were based on syntactic features of the
language events in the LAM data. We may not have been
able to maintain high reliability using guidelines based
on pragmatic roles of utterances or other features that are
based on conversational context.
Limitations to our study are based on two factors.
First, KeyLAM was installed as an add-on application to
the BCI system and not as an integrated or built-in LAM
data logging feature. KeyLAM was installed as a separate
program running simultaneously with the BCI during the
use of the email and WordPad programs. This created
avoidable analysis problems. Several commercially available high performance SGDs have LAM integrated with
the communication software so that the logfile does not
require a labor-intensive reformatting process before PeRT
can be used for transcription and analysis. Our transcription process required idiosyncratic additional steps in order
to correctly identify word-prediction use. An integrated
LAM feature would have saved time and allowed for
increased efficiency.
The second limitation related to the 2 wk delay we
experienced in receiving the daily language samples.
This delay prevented us from identifying potential problems and providing timely feedback about BCI use. Our
laboratory’s transcribers were speech-language pathologists who were able to observe changes in language sample data within subjects. The PeRT results provided us
with insights into overall BCI communication performance that could have been used more routinely to support the study’s participants.
This study provides insights into potential future
research using software tools to support transcription and
analysis of SGD performance and outcomes. Based on
the usefulness of logfiles for measuring language performance, BCI programmers should consider installing the
LAM feature during initial system development phases to
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improve efficiency and utility. In addition to the universal
LAM format, an optional enhanced LAM format provides for the recording of a sequence of keystroke events
leading to an output. This enhanced logfile format will be
of value when BCI systems advance to the stage of offering fully functional language application programs that
offer multiple encoding methods to represent and generate language. Providing more widespread application of
data logging and logfile analysis tools will promote the
increased collection of language samples and reporting of
performance measures along with outcome measures.
While outcome measures support perceptions of effectiveness, performance measures quantify the actual
results of using AAC systems to communicate in a range
of contexts.
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